How to purchase a Jiu-Jitsu uniform for your Child
Congratulations on starting your journey into the wonderful world of Jiu-Jitsu! Once
you’ve enrolled in classes at FLO Life you’ll need to purchase a uniform to practice in.
Your gi is a great way to express your personality and a smart investment in your
training. Check out these simple steps to get you into your perfect fit and on the mats!

Thick collar that is meant
to be grabbed without
leaving marks on neck.

Soft but strong, weaved
uniform material
designed to stay intact.

Extra stitching on the
arms and legs that
will remain together
even when being
gripped or tugged by
partner.

Reinforced at the knees,
made for wrestling on
the ground.

Common Vocabulary:
BJJ - Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu
Gi (pronounced gh-ee) / kimono - uniform consisting of jacket, pants and belt to show rank
No Gi - Wearing a rash guard and athletic bottoms to grapple, practice without a uniform
Rash Guard - Athletic shirt made of spandex and nylon or polyester
Athletic Attire - Meant for Jiu-Jitsu exercise, rash guard and shorts, tights/leggings
Grappling / Rolling - Live contact practice with another partner

What to Avoid:

Jiu-Jitsu uniforms are specifically made for everything that a grappler goes through on the
mats. Other styles of Martial Arts have uniforms catered to what they will experience. Think
trying to play football in hockey gear. Karate uniforms will quickly tear and fall apart fast.
Beware of Jiu-Jitsu schools selling their brand of ‘starter’ gis with patches/screened
logos. These are really very cheap karate uniforms sold to unknowing parents that are NOT
meant for grappling! Thin collars will leave burn marks on your child’s neck. Uniforms that are
not weaved (reinforced throughout and at the sleeves and knees) get destroyed very quickly
and are extremely painful to grapple in.

Restrictive, binding ties
(common on karate gis)
should be avoided

Threadlike
material
throughout
that is rough,
uncomfortable
and not
conducive to
grappling

Extremely inexpensive
gis that are made for
karate but sold as part of
a membership or
required as ‘upselling’
have very thin collars
Harsh, minimal
fabric at the knees
that easily tears and
encourages rashes
on skin

Steps to purchase a uniform online:
* You can go to google and search through tons of different websites. It
can be overwhelming so an easier option might be…..
1. Go to Amazon
2. Type in ‘kids bjj gi’ in the search bar
3. Look at the brands size chart (4 year olds are usually in a 000)
4. Companies may oﬀer diﬀerent size choices specifically designed for females and
males.
5. Pick the color you like *we are fine with any color, just note that red turns pink after
time.
6. Make sure the uniform comes with a white belt (you may need to order separately).
Each student starts with a white belt. Kids belts are utilized until age 16. FLO Life
provides all colored belts and we do not charge for promotions to your next
belt rank. There are 4 progression stripes given before the next belt rank.
7. It is always better to get one size larger than a size too small. If the uniform is larger
than you’d like, a wash in warm water than using the dryer will generally shrink it to
the desired size.
8. A uniform is meant to last. Buy with confidence knowing that you should get
hundreds of uses out of a single purchase. For an upscale line we highly
recommend Origin Maine products. They are handcrafted in the USA,
impeccable quality and worth every cent!

DIFFERENT TYPES OF GIS SOLD ON AMAZON:
Elite , Fuji , Hypnotik , Sanabul , Vector
Prices and quality may vary. You can select an average customer rating of 4 stars or
above or read the reviews to ensure you’re making a worthwhile purchase.

How to care for your uniform:
*We recommend washing the uniform after every wear
**This does not include the belt. You may add the belt to the wash at anytime. If
progression stripes (given in class) fall oﬀ we’ll replace them :)
*Washing in hot water may shrink the uniform
*Do not use bleach
*Dryer may cause shrinkage to the uniform, we recommend air drying. Uniforms take
time to dry so it’s best to wash it the night before training days.
*You may add patches to the uniform (like your child’s favorite character, the letter of
their first name, etc.)

What to Wear Under your Uniform:
Proper athletic attire is mandatory and essential for creating a great experience for your
child. Let’s first go over what to avoid and why.
*DO NOT WEAR zippers, collars, buttons, jeans, dresses, fleece lined, restrictive
compression clothing or anything that could puncture the mats or skin. We do not
recommend t-shirts as they will get stretched, absorb sweat and smell and are diﬃcult
to move in. Long hair must be pulled back oﬀ the neck and out of the face to keep from
getting pulled. We provide elastic rubber bands if needed. Do not wear barrettes, clips,
hair pins, ribbons, bows, or metal anything in the hair.

Could you imagine going to the gym and exercising and
sweating in work clothes? Long sleeve/buttoned shirts,
jeans/slacks are NOT allowed under your uniform. Any
child in inappropriate clothes will have to sit out for that
class.

Remove watches
and all Jewelry

Wear athletic gear that will keep you cool while sweating. Cotton t-shirts get heavy and
stretched out after multiple wears whereas a rash guard will retain the original shape.
Rashguard - an athletic shirt made of spandex and nylon or polyester. The name rash
guard reflects the fact that the shirt protects the wearer against rashes caused by
abrasion.
Athletic Bottom - we recommend shorts or form fitting legging/tight that will move
with you.

Shorts without zippers or
buttons. Spandex like
material Leggings
without fleece lining or
flared out at the bottom

Long hair is out of the
face and oﬀ the neck,
tied in an elastic band
Rash guards can be short
or long sleeved. This is a
swimsuit like material that
is lightweight and meant
to keep you cool while

Proper Hygiene (A clean body is part of the uniform):
Kids need to come to class with clean hands and feet. We recommend showering within 30
minutes of class.
*Nails must be kept clean and trimmed. This includes hands and feet!
*Feet need to wiped before stepping on the mats and after using the bathroom (we oﬀer wipes
or you can use the shower to wash feet oﬀ if one wipe will not do the trick)

